"AA IN A TIME OF CHANGE"
Virtual Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC) 2021
JUNE 26, 2021
ZOOM MEETING ID: 936 7321 9809 PASSWORD: pnc2021

9:00 AM – 9:10 AM – WELCOME AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
PNC CHAIR & CONFERENCE MODERATOR
Allen D., Past Delegate, Area92, Panel 68

9:15 AM – 10:30 AM  PANEL I – A.A. IN A TIME OF CHANGE
2. Unity in a Changing World Gabriel K., OR Area 58
3. Service in a Changing World Panelist, ID Area 18
4. Practicing A.A.’s Spiritual Principles in a Changing World Cindy H., WSEA 92
Where Money and Spirituality Mix during a pandemic

10:30 AM – 10:45 AM   BREAK

10:45 AM – 12:00 AM PANEL II – A.A. COMMUNICATION CAN CROSS ALL BARRIERS
1. One Hispanic Women's Journey in Alcoholics Anonymous Virginia R., WSEA 92
2. Sword or Shield - Dangerous dogma and how the Traditions are weaponized Sammy H., WW Area 72
3. A.A. can cross all barriers, but can A.A. members? Suzy Hernandez, CA Area 07
4. Cross-cultural and multi-ethic connections Henri C., WW Area 72

12:00 AM – 12:15 AM   BREAK

12:15 AM 1:30 PM  PANEL III – A.A LITERATURE, VITAL TO OUR RECOVERY AND THE RECOVERY OF THOSE TO COME
1. The Book ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. The first 164 pages and Fifth Edition. Justine F., AZ Area 03
2. Different voices of A.A. – are communications from Alcoholics Anonymous understood in the voices heard by our members? A plain language version of the Big Book? Amber N., OR Area 58
3. A.A. Pamphlets: Keeping Our Literature Current Angela G., WSEA 92

1:30 – 1:45 PM   BREAK

1:45 PM – 3:00 PM SATURDAY AFTERNOON SPEAKER
Carolyn W., Panel 63 Delegate, BC Yukon, Area 70 and current A.A.W.S. non-trustee director

3:00 PM – 3:15 PM   BREAK
3:15 PM – 4:30 PM  PANEL IV –  CONFERENCE WORKSHOP TOPICS

1. Inform – Communicate
   From one drunk talking to another, to the General Service Conference, our lives depend on communication.
   Lisa S., OR Area 58

2. Involve – Act
   How does action while working the program, through the Steps, Traditions or service relate to each other? Are we encouraging newcomers to get involved and help them understand the value of doing all?
   Panelist, ID Area 18

3. Inspire – Attract
   Are we being creative in making A.A. service appealing and motivating members to participate?
   Conrad J., WW Area 72

4:30 PM – 4:45 PM  BREAK

4:45 PM – 5:15 PM PRESENTATION ON THE HISTORY OF THE NAVAJO TRANSLATION OF THE BOOK ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
   Rod B., Past Pacific Regional Trustee
   UT Area 69, Past Delegate, Panel 57

5:15 PM – 5:30 PM  BREAK

5:30 PM – 6:30 PM WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?

6:30 PM – 6:45 PM  BREAK

6:45 PM – 8:00 PM SATURDAY EVENING SPEAKER MEETING
   Gary P., Panel 70 Delegate, Agenda Committee Chair

8:00 PM – 8:15 PM  BREAK

8:15 PM – 9:15 PM  DELEGATE “ASK IT BASKET”
   Current and Past Delegates to the GSC

SUNDAY SCHEDULE

9:00 AM – 10:30 AM – PNC BUSINESS MEETING
   PNC Chair, Allen D., WSEA 92

10:30 AM – 10:45 AM  BREAK

10:45 AM – NOON Wrap meeting and pass on to the next host committee